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Modern Technology 
and High Performance 

Sport Touring Tires

Pirelli's Diablo Strada and Metzeler's Roadtec Z6
High Mileage Sportbike Tires Come of Age

Like most sportbike owners, I give little thought to the engineering and design of my bike's
tires.  Rarely do I look beyond the desire to have the stickiest tires regardless of the cost. The
problem that high horsepower motorcycle owners face is the need for traction combined with
tire wear. When a season of riding the street eats four or more sets of tires, that desire for a
high performance tire is often met with an empty bank account.
 
When Bikeland.org was asked to try Pirelli and Metzeler's new high mileage sportbike
products, we were sceptical.  Reaction from our friends and fellow riders was similar.  “You're
nuts”, “You're going to go down”  and “Look, Dude, I'm afraid for you. Those tires won't stick
the way you ride”. To make matters worse, our previous experiences with other
manufacturers' high mileage offerings were less than confidence inspiring.
 
We decided to repeat the age-old mantra, “trust your tires” and also to trust the engineers who
made them.
 
This is what happened….
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It was a beautiful summer’s day on our It was a beautiful summer’s day on our It was a beautiful summer’s day on our It was a beautiful summer’s day on our 
friend’s ranch in midfriend’s ranch in midfriend’s ranch in midfriend’s ranch in mid----Oregon…Oregon…Oregon…Oregon…  
 
A dozen riders suited up for a several thousand 
mile round trip to California’s Monterey 
Peninsula and the 2005 MotoGP at Laguna 
Seca.  The group was made up of a variety of 
sportbikes: an ‘05 R1, some ZX10Rs, some 6Rs, 
some 12Rs, a handful of Hondas and Suzukis. 
The group’s tire selection was equally diverse, 
however the general consensus of the riders 
was to utilize the stereotypical “stickiest tire 
possible” formula.  By our own calculations, we 
already knew the ZX-12Rs should return 
showing cord.  Two of the bikes rode from 
Vancouver, BC.  This added an additional 600 
miles to their journey, eliminating any buffer their 
owners might have left for tire wear. 

Only two of the bikes in the group wore high 
mileage sport tires.  Pirelli Diablo Stradas on 
frEEK’s ZX-12R and the Metzeler Roadtec Z6 on 
Princesskiwi’s ZX-6R.  My 2004 ZX-10R had the 
softer Pirelli Diablos, and I was going to be the 
control bike.  
 
We wanted to compare the high mileage tire 
wear against a softer sportbike tire to see if we 
would notice any differences. The ZX-12R, 
although similar in horsepower to the 10R, was 
much heavier, while the ZX-6R, similar in weight 
to the 10R, made less power. Between the 
models we had all the bases covered.  
 
We brought along a tread depth gauge and 
measured the tires’ tread and wear patterns at 
the end of each day’s riding for the entire trip. 
The tires were inflated following Pirelli and 

Metzeler’s tire inflation recommendations found 
in their consumer literature. 

 
The rest of the bikes in the group wore the 
standard fair.  A few bikes had race take offs, 
some had Dunlop 218s, Pilot Powers and one 
bike had a pair of economy tires from Maxxis. 
 
The first day’s ride took us across Oregon and 
through a rarely travelled park.  Highway 34 
crosses the western portion of the State, with an 
amazing detour through Alsea Falls County Park 
on a one-lane road with no centerline.  Twisting 
and winding through the forest, the smooth 
surface translated to high speeds using all of the 
road, including the unmarked oncoming lane.  It 
set the scene for what would prove to be two 
weeks of motorcycling heaven. 
 

 
After lunch, Princesskiwi, frEEK and I had a 
chance to chat. All of us remarked at the 
excellent feel the tires provided.  One surprising 
observation was that the edge of the high 
mileage tires seemed farther away. Leaning over 
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as far as comfortable on the street, frEEK and 
Princesskiwi didn’t find the edge, but I did on the 
Diablos.  
 
As we head south alongside the 
Ocean we pull into Port Orford 
and the 12 of us set up camp at a 
Bikeland.org member’s house.  
“Snail” lives on 300 acres of 
coastal land with a view that 
words cannot describe. Old 
country hospitality and a warm 
fire give all of us another chance 
to talk about the day’s riding. 
Measuring wear of the tires 
provides some interesting 
results.  The Strada front on the 
much heavier ZX-12R is wearing 
faster than the soft Diablo front 
on the 10R!  The high mileage 
rears are wearing at the same rate, much slower 
than the softer Diablo. 
The coastal air was cold and damp. The next 
morning’s ride into northern California along the 

Pacific made me thankful that I’d brought along 
my electric vest.  It felt more like October in 
Seattle or Summer in San Francisco (ha ha!) 

than the beginning of July. The 
people who laughed at me about 
the electric vest a few days 
earlier weren’t laughing now, 
especially Dave in his fully 
perforated leather suit. As we 
made our way down the dewy, 
wet 101, the tires tracked the 
ocean soaked pavement with 
ease, and provided confident 
traction on the slick road surface. 
 
The highway winds its way inland 
and we head through Humboldt 
State Redwood Forest.  As 
temperatures begin to rise, the 
road widens.  The highway opens 

into wide, two lane sweepers and speeds 
increase. The group fans out for some all out 
sport riding.  The bikes  
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wearing the stickier rubber seem to have no 
advantage over the Stradas and the Roadtecs.  
Unlike previous high mileage tires we had tried, 
these tires seemed to show no difference in 
street performance from their sporting 
counterparts. 
 
If the first part of the day’s ride was smooth, the If the first part of the day’s ride was smooth, the If the first part of the day’s ride was smooth, the If the first part of the day’s ride was smooth, the 
next leg of the journey proved to be exactly the next leg of the journey proved to be exactly the next leg of the journey proved to be exactly the next leg of the journey proved to be exactly the 
opposite.opposite.opposite.opposite.  Mattole Road, also known as the 
“Lost Coast Highway”, leaves the smooth 
pavement of the 101 and heads west. The 
chopped up surface of the narrow twisty road 
that lay ahead resembled a paved goat trail.  The 
potholes, frost heaves and cattle guards were 
enough to rattle the fillings out of your head, and 
a few of your wires on your bike loose. The pace 
was slow, but the view spectacular.  The road 
spills out of the mountains, depositing our group 
on the coast with a panoramic view of the Pacific 
Ocean.  We stopped for a photo and to the left 
we see cattle being herded up a cliff face, and to 
the right a small island with The Flag placed 
there for the 4th  of July. 
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That afternoon we set up camp in a grove of 
ancient Redwoods.  Six of us decided to take the 
bikes out for a real test on California’s famously 
curvatious Highway 36. 
 
Highway 36 is probably one of the most 
challenging and exciting motorcycle roads I 
have ever ridden.  The sign which greets you at 
its start reads “Curves next 140 miles”. The 36 
stretches inland east of Red Bluff past, the I5 
and winds its way westward to Highway 101  
and the coast. 

 
The 60 mile section from the coast to the one 
store town of Wildwood is riddled with blind, 
decreasing radius hairpins.  It is a dangerous 
section of road that has claimed at least three 
Bikeland members’ motorcycles on different 
occasions.  The onslaught of 15mph corners 
really get the adrenaline pumping. If you had a 
chance to get a knee down on the street, this 
would be it.  We left the rest of the group to set 
up camp and headed inland, the thermometer 
climbing to well above 100`. 
 
Leaned over, the tires stuck to the ground like 
glue.  PK and I turned around at the halfway 
point, overheated in our full leathers.   All we 
wanted was an ice-cold beer after the long day’s 
ride. FrEEK set off with Turboblew and Dino and 
completed the round trip while we sat back at 
the campsite, in the shade by the river, and 
chatted. 
 
Measurements revealed that the wear on the 
Diablos was starting to show.  The Roadtec and 
the Strada also showed some signs of wear, but 
nothing as pronounced as that on the Diablos.  
The hot, rough pavement and the hard, fast tight 
cornering had eaten up a layer of the softer 
compound tires. 

 
Travelling down the 101, through the old hippy 
hideaway of Garberville leads us to yet another 
amazing section of road.  SR9 from Legget to 
the Coast is the first of many traverses from the 
tiring and straight inland commuter highway, the 
101 to the legendary Pacific Coast Highway 1 
(PCH).  SR9 is another 35 mile slice of 
motorcycling nirvana, and there is not a tire 
store for miles. FrEEK learned this the hard way 
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on a previous trip.  With minimal tread wear on 
the Stradas and the Z6’s, both the ZX-12R and 
the ZX-6R continued to 
perform flawlessly.  The 
Diablos, however, 
continued to wear 
themselves down. 
 
As our group inched 
closer and closer to San 
Francisco, and Laguna 
Seca, the tires on all 
three bikes continued to 
show no signs of 
weakness in 
performance.  Eventually 
both Princesskiwi and 
frEEK began to forget 
that they were riding 
“high mileage” tires. It 
was business as usual as 
we let the engineers at 
Pirelli and Metzeler do 
the thinking for us. 
 
The first real red flag came at a stop on our last 
leg before we reached the outskirts of San 
Francisco en route to the track, and the fevered 
crowds of the MotoGP.  After diligently 
measuring the tread 
depth on the different 
bikes for several days, 
we came to a shocking 
conclusion.  We realized 
that my bike, the 
“control” bike, wearing 
the softer compound 
Pirelli Diablo’s, simply 
did not have enough 
tread on the rear tire to 
make the return journey!  
It was basic math.  Had 
we not measured along 
the way, we would have never known.  I was 
already over ½ way through my total tread, but 
nowhere near ½ through our trip! 
 
Panicked phone calls were made to try to 
arrange a tire at the track.  I had no idea what to 
expect, hearing rumours of 120,000 people 
attending Moto GP. Would there be a tire there 
for me? After several calls, we had a tire squared 
away and on hold. 

The next several days at the track were a blur of 
racing, drinking heavily, and meeting old friends 

and fellow members of the 
site.  We visited Cycle City’s 
tent at Laguna Seca and had 
a Roadtec Z6 rear mounted to 
my 10R.  There weren’t any 
Stradas available, and I didn’t 
want to take the chance of 
running out of tire on the 
return leg, so I opted for the 
Metzeler high mileage 
offering. 
 
Now it was I who drew the ire 
of many of our friends who 
were at the track. Yet another 
barrage of “those tires won’t 
stick” and “you’re going to 
crash if you use those tires!” 
followed.  At least now I had 
something to gauge my 
experience against.  I knew 
that Princesskiwi and frEEK 
had no problem riding 

aggressively on the same tires, so I felt partially 
assured that I would be “okay”, but like any 
other sportbike rider I now had those voices in 
the back of my head.   

 
With the race over and the 
group going separate ways, 
we headed out on our own 
journey, a return to Oregon 
through California and the 
Sierra Nevada mountains.  
We were tired of the coast’s 
cold air, and desperately 
wanted a change of scenery. 
 
My initial reaction to the 
Roadtec Z6 was surprise.  
Much like Princesskiwi and 

frEEK had reported, the tires felt no different on 
the street than the Diablos.  As we approached 
the twisties just outside of Mariposa, I tried to 
put any negative thoughts about the supposedly 
not sticky tires out of my mind.  It took a while, 
but after heading north and having to 
concentrate on the ride, I eventually forgot 
altogether that I was riding on a high mileage 
rear. 
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Pulling into the small town of Jamestown, 
California, we began the “saloon” leg of our 
journey.  Hot and sweaty, we made a point of 
visiting some of central California’s small town 
saloons.  Jamestown is situated just outside of 
lake Tahoe and at the crossroads of two 
awesome roads. Jamestown has a few very 
small hotels, an excellent Mexican restaurant, 
and a real life saloon, complete with swinging 
doors and the 
three regulars 
staring at ya 
because they 
don’t know who 
ya are. 
 
SR 49 from 
Yosemite to 
Jamestown sports 
100 miles of fresh 
twisty pavement.  
The road snakes 
its way along a 
river basin and 
canyons and has 
a nice 
combination of 
hairpins 
combined with 
wide sweepers 
and on camber 
corners.  Exiting 
Jamestown puts 
you at the 
entrance to SR 
108, Sonora Pass 
and SR 4 and 
Ebbett’s Pass.   
 
Ebbett’s Pass 
redefines the phrase “blind corner”.  The road 
sports no centerline, no guardrail, a 24% slope 
and a cliff edge that will swallow you up, never 
to be seen again.  
 
Ebbett’s pass descends into the desert basin, 
and joins into Highway 395 heading north into 
Lake Tahoe.  As the desert heat builds, the 
altitude takes its toll on the bikes. Good luck 
with a power wheelie here.  The 6000’ oxygen 
starved air sucked the power right out of my 
10R. 
 

From Tahoe, north  across through Red Bluff we 
sit in construction traffic at the eastern junction 
of Highway 36 and the I5.  The road was so 
amazing on the way down that we wanted to ride 
it again on the way home.  Little did we know 
that the week or so we’d spent riding around in 
the bay area had given road crews just enough 
time to tear up giant sections of almost all 140 
miles of the 36, literally!  From end to end the 36 

was decimated…  a 
giant grooved, 
gravelled and oiled 
construction site 
better suited to 
some KTMs than a 
group of sportbikes.  
Miles of gravel and 
no way out.  This 
sucked. 
 
At the coast a quick 
detour north and 
east set us back on 
track as we cut 
inland towards 
Weaverville.  
 
Highway 299, which 
follows the river 
basin, was 
awesome.  The tires 
were still holding 
up, showing little 
signs of wear and 
reacting predictably, 
smoothly and never 
breaking traction.   
 
The only one who 
was concerned was 

Dave with his set of economy tires on his 
Yamaha.  In Jamestown he noticed that he was 
running out of tire, and now at the end of this 
day he realized he had even less to show.   
 
With the fear of Dave hitting cord and still having 
to make it to Oregon, and then Canada, we did 
exactly what we did NOT want to do.  We called 
the remainder of the twisty part of the ride off. 
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This is precisely why I will never mount standard 
or soft compound tires to my sportbikes on the 
street again.  With several riding days left, in the 
middle of nowhere and without a single tire shop 
in site, the fact that there was no tread left on the 
Yamaha meant that Dave’s trip was over.  
Meanwhile, the ZX-6R and the ZX-12R’s tires 
looked like they could continue on for weeks.  
 
What this called for was a drink.What this called for was a drink.What this called for was a drink.What this called for was a drink.  The saloon in 
Weaverville is on the west side of the street.  
According to the barkeep it was “the only saloon 
in town”.  After a couple of pints, we swung the 
saloon doors open, only to look across the 
street to see another saloon!  We walked over to 
check it out, but there were even less people in 
that saloon, so we headed back to the first 
saloon to sit down and have a toast to the 
engineers from Pirelli and Metzeler. 
 
Who would have thought that a high mileage tire 
would work on a big bore sportbike? I would 
have never believed it had I not tried it myself.  
So here I sit, feeling like I am in the future…  
 
 
…riding bikes that make power unimaginable by 
standards even 10 years ago, riding tires that by 

all reasoning should be mounted on a “pipe and 
slippers” touring bike like a VFR or something of  
that ilk.   
 
For those of you who thought the tires wouldn’t 
stick (myself included), we were all wrong!  And 
for those of you who made the trip to Laguna 
Seca from all points around the country, next 
year carefully consider your tire choice!  
Tinhead, you could have made your trip on one 
set of tires, not three!   
 
Just like any other decision, choosing the right 
tool for the right job is imperative.  Pirelli and 
Metzeler have done their homework and have 
solved a major problem for all of us that like to 
take a month in the summer and actually go 
somewhere with these beautiful bikes that we 
own.  If you think that you can outride these tires 
on the street, then you’re going to get yourself 
into a whole bunch more trouble than the tires 
not performing. 

 
I can assure you that we tested them 
accordingly! 
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SO WHAT MAKES HIGH MILEAGE SO WHAT MAKES HIGH MILEAGE SO WHAT MAKES HIGH MILEAGE SO WHAT MAKES HIGH MILEAGE 

SPORT TIRES LAST LONGER?SPORT TIRES LAST LONGER?SPORT TIRES LAST LONGER?SPORT TIRES LAST LONGER?    
    

At first we thought it was simply the compound 
itself, but after living with these tires for 
thousands of miles, and seeing that their 
performance was so similar to the “normal” 
street tires, we had to do a little thinking on it.  
The first clue to the long lasting nature of these 
tires was the tread depth measurements we took 
before we began our test.  When reviewing the 
measurements we realized something very 
important.  Our measurements revealed that 
both the Roadtec and the Diablo Strada Rears 
start their lives with 6mm of tread, while the 
street sport Diablo rear started with only 4mm.  
This means that right off the bat the high 
mileage tires have an approximate advantage of 
50% more tread.  Next we examined the 
compound and construction of these tires. Silica 
is incorporated into the compound to give better 
wet and cold grip.  Steel belted construction 
keeps the compound temperature even, acting 
as a heat sink once brought up to speed. Pirelli 
and Metzeler offer sport tires with a slightly 
longer lasting compound and by coupling this 
with 50% more tread, both manufacturer’s have 
come out with tires that out last their normal 
counterparts with more than double the life 
expectancy, and similar, if not identical street 
performance. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FrEEk’s THOUGHTS ON THE PIRELLI FrEEk’s THOUGHTS ON THE PIRELLI FrEEk’s THOUGHTS ON THE PIRELLI FrEEk’s THOUGHTS ON THE PIRELLI 
DIABLO STRADAS…DIABLO STRADAS…DIABLO STRADAS…DIABLO STRADAS…    
 
"Great grip, great wear." The same claim made 
by every new tire to hit the market begot the 
usual sceptical and cynical response from me. 
Pirelli states their new Diablo Stradas have 
enough stick to keep your sportbike shiny side 
up, but also get close to sport-touring levels of 
mileage. If true, the Stradas would be exactly 
what I have been asking for years, but since I 
never get what I want, I wasn't about to hold 
my breath. 
 
Well imagine my surprise when they did exactly 
what Pirelli said they would. In the 4000 miles it 
took me to get from my house to Laguna Seca 
and back, I never once felt the tires weren't up to 
the task, and at about 6,300 miles, the rear is 
just getting into the wear bars now. The trip 
consisted of a pretty standard mix of highway 
droning and railing through twisties, and as a 
reference I consistently got about 2,800 miles 
out of Dunlop D207s, Bridgestone 010s, and 
Bridgestone 014s. Frankly I'm having a bit of a 
hard time believing the results as I write this, but 
the numbers are accurate. Now to be fair, there 
were moments when the Stradas felt like they 
didn't quite have the level of grip the 
aforementioned tires did, but they never let go, 
just wiggled a touch more. Even the much 
adored Metzeler M1s my bike wore immediately 
before the Stradas went on felt only mildly more 
planted. 
 
So in the end, the Pirelli Stradas are winners in 
my book. They may not be the right choice for a 
track day or for someone who frequently puts a 
knee down on the street as they aren't quite as 
sticky as most super sport tires, but for any sane 
street rider (including the 90% of us who are 
“above average”) a set of Stradas will do you 
proud. They'll also save you 50% on tires, save 
50% of your work and downtime for tire 
changes, and get you through that big trip 
without having to stop halfway through for new 
rubber in the middle of nowhere surrounded by 
understandably impatient riding buddies.
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OUR DATA….OUR DATA….OUR DATA….OUR DATA….    
    
Front tire wear 
 
Snapshots of front tire wear vs. tread depth in millimetres over 2525 miles of travel. 
* Note ZX-12R eats front tires too! 
Yellow= Pirelli Diablo Strada mounted to the Kawasaki ZX-12R 
Red= Metzeler Roadtec Z6 mounted to the Kawasaki ZX-6R 
Green= Pirelli Diablo mounted to the Kawasaki ZX-10R 
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Rear tire wear 
 
Snapshots of REAR tire wear vs. tread depth in millimetres over 2525 miles of travel. 
*Note 1325 mile “spike” in Diablo data (green bar turns white) reflects installation of new Metzeler 
Roadtec Z6.  Also note beginning tread depths. 
 
 
Yellow= Pirelli Diablo Strada mounted to the Kawasaki ZX-12R 
Red= Metzeler Roadtec Z6 mounted to the Kawasaki ZX-6R 
Green= Pirelli Diablo mounted to the Kawasaki ZX-10R 
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PDF BONUS!  IF YOU’VE GOTTEN THIS FAR, CONGRATS! PDF BONUS!  IF YOU’VE GOTTEN THIS FAR, CONGRATS! PDF BONUS!  IF YOU’VE GOTTEN THIS FAR, CONGRATS! PDF BONUS!  IF YOU’VE GOTTEN THIS FAR, CONGRATS!     
    
BIKELAND SPEAKS CANDIDLY WITH PIRELLI & METZELERBIKELAND SPEAKS CANDIDLY WITH PIRELLI & METZELERBIKELAND SPEAKS CANDIDLY WITH PIRELLI & METZELERBIKELAND SPEAKS CANDIDLY WITH PIRELLI & METZELER    
    
Ron Bowen, Brand Manager for Pirelli and Metzeler talks about Tire Compounds and 
Speed Ratings 
 
Bikeland: Bikeland: Bikeland: Bikeland: How do you make your tires?    
    
RB:RB:RB:RB: The rear tire is built on a totally robotic process.  The human hand does not touch the tire until it 
goes into the warehouse. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: What are the technical challenges in making a tire wider? 
 
RB:RB:RB:RB: You get into limitations of equipment.  The curing press is currently the limiting factor in the 
motorcycle tire factory. For us, we can move the motorcycle tire moulds to a light truck curing press 
so we can do, say a 400 series tire, absolutely no problem.. With the MIRS equipment, this is what we 
use to build the car tires in Rome, the largest is 26” diameter, 315mm.  It’s unlimited with the MIRS.  
With the current technology either with the radial segment or our two-piece moulding it’s the curing 
press that limits it.   
 
Metzeler is a technology leader.  Silica was first used by Metzeler in 88/87.  The passenger car 
industry didn’t even look at Silica until 1992.  Metzeler has been building motorcycle tires for 113 
years. We lead technology, not only motorcycle technology but rubber tire technology.  We started 
building motorcycle tires using this technology in 1992.  Year by year we are developing this 
technology, developing the material, developing the process.  Our competitors began to copy us just 
two yeas ago. We are the real masters of this technology.  After 10 years they are following us.. 
 
Metzeler has been building motorcycle tires 11 years longer than Harley Davidson has been building 
motorcycles.  Metzeler started building motorcycle tires in 1892.   
 
 
Bikeland: Bikeland: Bikeland: Bikeland: At Bikeland.org we have a lot of big-bore sportbike riders.  Can you tell us about tire 
technology and how it relates to these bikes?  There are some models out there that eat tires.  My ZX-
12R ate 6 pairs of tires in 1 season. 
 
RB:RB:RB:RB: With the 190, people don’t like to “backup”, but the 190 will work on a 6” rim.  Again, what we are 
saying is that if you had done 6 sets of regular tires, on the Diablo Strada you would have only done 3 
sets..  Budget wise it’s much, much better.  You are going to lose some of the sport performance, but 
not a lot. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  What is the “compromise factor” with these tires?  What are we giving up? 
 
RB:RB:RB:RB: There’s always a compromise, 15-20% less overall grip.  If this is mileage and this is width 
(drawing on a piece of paper to show us) and this is the prism.  We can move a compound anywhere 
we want to within that prism.  The thing that’s very difficult to do is to increase the width of operation 
of a product in the prism, and we’ve (Pirelli) done that with the Diablo Strada. It gets better miles.  
Actually it gets the same mileage as the previous product.  We maintained the same miles but really 
enhanced the performance; wet grip, initial grip, handling, everything.  That’s done through new 
technology in compounds.   
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  What about people that live in climates that have extreme temperature swings? 
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RBRBRBRB:::: Temperature affects compound as much as anything.  Temperature and wet grip are very similar.  
It’s called TG, “Glass transitions”, where the temperature drops and the rubber compounds becomes 
so hard it’s almost like glass.  We’ve lowered the TG of that compound.  It’s not going to work in 40’ 
wet like it will 70’ dry, obviously, but the tire will work at 40’ temperatures in the wet and that’s what 
this new generation of compounds is about.  
 
BikeBikeBikeBikeland:land:land:land: How long is a “Z” tire rated to last at the maximum speed? 
 
RBRBRBRB:::: For 10 minutes. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: What’s the maximum speed? 
 
RBRBRBRB:::: Over 270 km/h. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: That’s it?? So it’s not 340 km/h or 310 km/h? 
 
RBRBRBRB::::  Not only that, but when we do speed rate testing, the ZR tire actually starts at a certain speed.  
Then it’s run for 10 minutes at that speed and then they increase it 10mph.  So when you are rated “V” 
it means you are 139-140mph.  We test this tire we test for the capability of 140mph.  
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: What are the tire manufacturers doing to keep up with making tires for motorcycles 
travelling 180mph+ and past 200 mph? 
 
RBRBRBRB::::  The OE tires, the ZX-12, the Busa, the CBR 1000.  They are tested with a load speed index.  It’s 
“Z” rated, but it’s “Z” rated to a speed!  What is important is to ensure that you purchase the tires 
specifically designed to fit your bike. For the Hayabusa we have a tire rated “P”. The “P” package is 
designed specifically for the weight and the power and speed.  We are always very concerned that 
people don’t use the correct spec tires.  The average person really wants the standard tire. They are 
looking for grip and handling.  We have to recommend the P spec for the Busa.  Is a different tire. 
 
Pirelli’s Jeff Johnston on High Mileage Sport Tires 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: When it’s really twisty the Stradas seem to wear more on the sides than the Diablos 
We had one day that was particularly hot, California 15mph corners taken at high speed. 
 
JJJJJJJJ:::: The wear that you’re seeing on the sides is related to the type of roads your see in California, 
combined with the heat. In California they don’t pave a lot of roads because they don’t have frost 
heaves, they don’t have changes so the blacktop and the aggregate wears away and you basically get 
on to stone so you’re on a rougher surface, much like in Florida or Texas.  You can be on a road in 
Florida that’s been a blacktop road that hasn’t been paved in 25 years.  In Michigan where I grew up it 
seems that they repave the roads ever 5 or 6 years so it’s always smoother and smoother pavement.  
The aggregate that they use to mix is different.  In Florida they use seashells.  You can’t get pebbles 
or rocks in Florida so they use seashells. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: How do you “build” a tire? 
 
JJJJJJJJ:::: Basically when they build a tire the tread path and the sidewall compound are joined together so 
its about a 10” wide or something like that and there’s about an 1 ½” of sidewall and it comes out of a 
play dough machine; like a play dough machine with a die on the end of it. Remember when you were 
a kid and you made play dough and it squirted out?  That’s how they do the tread, and they put it so 
that the die squirts out the compounds at the same time and they just let them touch each other, but 
the compound is so sticky because its uncured that it stays together and then they build the tire.  So 
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basically when they build the tire the compound is about from like here to about right there 
(gesturing) and then for the sidewall and the then the tread compounds in the main area of the tread. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  The reason I am asking this when we are talking about construction of high mileage tires 
we’re talking about tires like the Bridgestone 010/020 that has a harder “different compound” in the 
center 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  Are you sure of that? 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: Well the one that we were running years back had that 
 
JJJJJJJJ:::: Jeff from Bridgestone is right here. 
 
JJJJJJJJ to Bridgestone: to Bridgestone: to Bridgestone: to Bridgestone:  Are you doing dual compounds in BT020’s 
 
Bridgestone:Bridgestone:Bridgestone:Bridgestone:  We never did duals, it’s called “dual line compounding”. What we do is we electrically 
charge the molecular components. This alters the friction coefficient. So in the center it’ll make the tire 
longer wearing and on the sides it’ll make it a higher friction coefficient, which will wear out quicker. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  There’s one tire that we ran in particular, It was the 012 or 014 series, but when we ran it we 
ran the 200 section on a ZX-12R, there was a really noticeable stripe that would form where you could 
see where the compound was different, and all the bikes that ran it could notice it. Is that because of 
that or is it because it was a 200 that was being run and that’s why? 
 
Bridgestone:Bridgestone:Bridgestone:Bridgestone:  It’s because of that.  It’s not that the compound’s different.  It’s one compound but it’s 
altered so that it has a different molecular construction. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: So that’s exactly what we were noticing.  You can see on the tire, after about 1000miles, that 
there was an area that was different somehow. 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  So basically when you talk about a Sport Touring Tire you’re talking a compound change and the 
compound change is going to be related to wet performance ride mileage.  Its very common to use 
silica saline which is an additive to give wet performance which gives chemical grip on wet pavement 
and it also lessens rolling resistance which is one of the benefits of it.  We’ve been using it since 1987 
in motorcycle tires and Michelin started using it on automotive tires in about 1992. Our advancements 
in compound for motorcycles beat what was going on then.  If you remember in the early 90’s there 
was a big energy crunch and all that kind of stuff so everybody was looking for fuel efficient tires to 
save energy and that’s why Michelin came out with the Michelin energy tire and it had a lot of silica 
saline in it.  When you explain to people that (the tire) has chemical grip in the wet and it has less 
rolling resistance and gets better mileage they think “well, it’s got to be a softer compound” because 
a softer compound has to grip.  It the actual molecular structure, the way the compound is 
microscopically that makes the big difference. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  What’s’ the speed rating on the Roadtecs? 
 
JJJJJJJJ:::: These are  “73(W)”, so that about 180…  sustained speeds of 180.  Here’s and interesting sidebar 
for you.  When we introduced the 260/40/18 ME880 for the custom Harley market, we introduced it the 
journalists in Cincinnati and our product manager from Germany came.  They had just finished doing 
the testing and basically the test is normally a load test at a specific speed at a specific time with a 
specific load to test the tire to meet the demands of the speed ratings.  When it’s in parentheses it 
means its higher so the “W” is a certain speed, so when its in parentheses it goes even higher.  And 
what they found with the 260, they spun it to 120 mph, and it’s a steel belted radial tire, it grew this 
much, 1mm, they spun it to 160mph , tested it and it grew 2mm at 160mph, then they took a ME880 
custom cruiser tire, spun it to 235mph and did a full load test on it and the tire passed with flying 
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colors.  Because it’s a steel belted tire.  I couldn’t believe it!  They were just awestruck.. And it’s the 
same technology, the same thing. Obviously nobody goes 235 on a cruiser. How do you apply it? It’s 
just the quality, the construction and the design. 
 

Pirelli and Metzeler… are the tires the same? 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  So I’d like to ask you.  The Pirelli and the Metzeler.  People want to know if they are the 
same tire… 
 
JJJJJJJJ:::: No no no! 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: A lot of people are going to say that. 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  Well, they can say all they want, but I mean, we have a design staff for Metzeler and we have a 
design staff for Pirelli and we have an R&D staff that works to build tires and then we have a factory 
that produces both, so for sure.  Look at it this way… the difference between a Honda Accord and an 
Acura is quite a bit, the suspension settings are different, the size of the wheels can be different., the 
brake rotors can be a different size, the rack and pinion can be different, the engine is DEFINETLY 
different and the attributes of the inside of the cars are different.  So, they handle differently, and it’s 
not just like a Honda with different cosmetic changes. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  For this tire (Strada) is the compound the same throughout? Have you done anything like 
the Bridgestone people? 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  No, we haven’t done anything like the Bridgestone people have, we do make dual compound tires 
for racing, that’s very common, and dual compound tires are easy to do now. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  When we’re talking about the Strada and the Z6 they’re both just single compound tires? 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  Yes 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  The reason I am asking about that it is interesting.  Everyone has been riding the bikes and 
the tires really hard. 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  Well, you’re supposed to! 
    
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  As a Sportbike rider, until now, I would have NEVER considered buying a high mileage 
sport tire because I would have the same attitude that anybody else riding, say a ZX-10R or Gixxer 
1000, I would say, “ya it’s not going to be soft, it’s going to be hard, it’s going to be like glass, it’s not 
going to hook up.” You can think of all of the things people are gong to say.. You know “why 
shouldn’t I buy Pilot Powers instead” or whatever, or the Diablos, they’re softer…  and everybody’s 
had an awesome experience on these (high mileage) tires. In fact they’ve had no problems with 
traction whatsoever 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  You can spin the rear tire if you want to spin the rear tire.  You can push the front end if you want 
to push the front end.  For sure, without a doubt. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:  We’re not riding them on a track 
 
PK:PK:PK:PK:  I’m wearing out my “elephants” J 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  Are you? That’s nice to hear!  You know, when you talk about this tread pattern (Strada) and this 
design, and entire designs in general, 20 years ago there weren’t Cad Cam computers so basically 
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engineers would hand groove a slick and go out and test it. Now they do real life testing of the tread 
patterns on a computer and narrow it down. Then they hand cut a slick and go out and do it but still 
what happens is that the tread patterns, the computer’s very smart.  The computer knows what tread 
patterns work for what attributes that you’re looking for, so you’ll start to notice that many brands of 
tires are getting more and more similar in tread patterns., more and more.  Why?  Because computers 
are helping design tires.  You want to put a family look to a tire or a family history to a tire but you still 
to get performance.  
 
The idea with the Z6 is that the center of the tire (pointing at Z6 tread) is where you’re going to get the 
majority of your wear so a solid tread block of tire is not going to flex as much as if this (pointing at 
grooves) was the center of your tire, so the flexing of the tread blocks causes more advanced wear.  
Solid rubber wears longer.  Then when you take the front tire, and knowing that the front tire channels 
85-90% of water away from the rear tire you can do this (pointing at front tire tread) so the front tire is 
critically important to the performance of the Z6 and the Diablo Strada because the tires are matched 
to each other.   
 
If you used a different brand of tire that had a dissimilar tread pattern on them then you could get the 
rear tire to hydroplane possibly because it’s not doing its job.  At the Isle of Mann press launch with 
the Z6’s they shot a video and they have journalists in the rain almost dragging their knees on Z6’s 
with VFR800’s and stuff like that their knees were literally that far off the pavement, in the rain, on a 
sport touring tire.   
 
It really comes down to something that we’re really very proud of; That Metzeler and Pirelli took steel 
belted radial tire technology to a new level in 1999 and we keep on refining it and it’s our patented 
design.  Our steel core is a great attribute for a tire.  It allows a tire to be very flexible, it returns to its 
shape.  The steel cord has a progressive feel to it because its wound like a spring.  As you pull it, it 
comes back, as you push it goes back, so it gives you attributes much like a part of a suspension.  
Fabric doesn’t do it, Kevlar doesn’t do it, and nylon, rayon, polyester, all the different materials don’t 
have that same attribute, so it’s a big deal.  When we did it with a radial front tire it was a huge 
difference because of the stability that it also provides.  The steel cord helps the tire keep its shape.   
 
That’s one of the advantages we have and as you know, a steel cord is wrapped around a tire this way 
(pointing) Starts here and runs all the way over to here so it acts like a giant heat sink because once 
you give the steel a little bit of heat, because its continually wound, it just transfers it over.  So I can 
run a more aggressive compound in the tire and not risk overheating the tire and getting low mileage 
because the steel will help it stay warm, but also it will not allow it to overheat.  That’s the key. You 
don’t have to worry about overheating a steel cord tire.  If you overheat this tire, it’s because you are 
riding they way your are, but only with about 20 psi in the rear tire.  The tire’s flexing improperly and 
it’s just building heat and building heat it’s going to fail. 
 
 
 
Pirelli on Tire Inflation 
 
JJJJJJJJ:::: The majority of the time we see tire failures I can always trace it to under inflation or overloaded, 
one of the two things, but that’s more like with a touring bike, that kind of stuff. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: We’ve been running them at the manufacturer’s recommended inflation.  We wanted to 
make sure they were inflated properly. 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  I don’t have a problem with that, but what you should tell you readers is basically the Owner’s 
Manual that gives “suggested air pressures” are related to the tire that came OE on the motorcycle.  
And the following year, even if you buy that EXACT same tire, whether it’s Bridgestone equipped or 
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Metzeler equipped, the tire specification might have changed in a year, so the relevance of that 
special data goes out the door the next year, so you should always consult the latest tire brochure 
from the manufacturer for the correct air pressure. 
 
Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland:Bikeland: How does that correlate if say you have a ZX-6R that Kawasaki said you should be riding at 
36/41 and two years later you go out and buy a Metzeler that fits that bike.  Do you go by what 
Kawasaki says it should run at or do you go by the generic inflation data that Metzeler suggests, and 
is that what’s on the sidewall? 
 
JJJJJJJJ::::  No, you should go with what’s based in our brochure.  The technical information in our brochure 
always gives a minimum pressure related to the “classic guy”.  A guy 175 lbs with no luggage, and 
there’s always a 2up heavy and 2up light air pressure, so we help the customer understand where he 
can go, and it always relate back to one thing:   
 
More air volume helps the tire run colder If the tire runs colder, then what happens?  It gets better 
mileage.  When people are looking for mileage if they’re running factory air pressures they’re 
…Kawasaki, Honda, Suzuki, they want their bike to handle the way they designed it to and they don’t 
care how long the tires last.  They do, obviously, but it’s not their goal. 
 
Lets say you put a shock on the bike and some suspension fluid in the front end and revalve the front 
end and stuff like that, then basically everything that they did goes out the door.   
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